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A Great FTP Client For PCs on an AMOS® System:

Web Drive™
Maps a Windows® Drive Letter to an AMOS PPN

Dear Alpha Micro Dealer:

Many Alpha Micro dealers have informed us about interesting third party tools that they use
to enhance the functionality of their AMOS applications. This bulletin is the first in a series to bring
these gems to your attention.

The Need for a Superior FTP Client

FTP is a high-speed file transfer protocol commonly used to transfer files between PCs and
AMOS systems connected via a TCP/IP network. Both AlphaLAN and ZTERM incorporate their
own FTP clients. Many third party FTP clients exist on the open market. They all require logging
onto an FTP server, choosing a directory, then selecting file names in From and To transfer boxes,
with relatively limited drag-and-drop capabilities. The challenge is that files residing on an FTP server
are not easily accessible by other Windows programs if they can only be reached through these FTP
clients. The answer is Web Drive!

Web Drive: Seamlessly Integrates Windows and AMOS File Systems

Web Drive is an FTP client which provides superior integration with Windows. Think of it as
a more modern version of the old AlphaLAN Disk Server concept. It maps an FTP site to a drive
letter in Windows. An FTP site to AMOS users means a PPN. Web Drive understands AMOS and its
unique requirements. Web Drive’s creator has made several AMOS-specific enhancements to Web
Drive. Some functions that directly benefit AMOS users are:

• Can be set to shorten file names to 6.3 format
• Can be set to strip out invalid characters in the file name like $, #, and ~
• Caches directories and file names for specifiable numbers of seconds so Web Drive

doesn’t constantly have to re-download information from AMOS
• Lets you transfer files between your PC and AMOS, or between two AMOS systems,

using the intuitive drag-and-drop feature of Windows Explorer
• Allows Windows and DOS programs that can read and write files from specific drives

and directories to directly read and write AMOS files
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• Automatically reconnects to the AMOS FTP server in the background if the
connection has timed out, the AMOS system has been rebooted, or the PC has been
rebooted. The user never knows. The “network drive” is always there.

• Lets AMOS serve as a central automated backup repository for certain important
Windows files. Just be careful that your Windows files adhere to 6.3 filename
conventions.

• In conjunction with AlphaTCP 1.5A’s tree structured FTP Server option, a Windows
drive letter can map a whole AMOS directory system: Every logical disk, every PPN.
Imagine seeing DSK0:, DSK1:, [1,4], [1,6], etc. in Windows Explorer!

The key benefit of Web Drive is eliminating the boundary between AMOS and
Windows file systems. With Web Drive, Windows programs can read and write AMOS files as
easily as they can access files on the local PC. Set it up and forget about it.

Success Story 1: Web Site Photo Management

Several customers with web servers running under AMOS use Web Drive to manage their
photo libraries. A photo taken of an inventory item is transferred from a digital camera to the J:
“drive” controlled by Web Drive. The resulting JPG file is now on AMOS. Other users on that AMOS
system, all of whom also have Web Drive running, can pull up the inventory item in their AMOS
application and view the photo. The application uses InSight escape sequences to pull up an image
viewer which displays the JPG file off of the shared J: drive. The image is also viewable by customers
on their web site running under AMOS. The web site inventory lookup function displays the same
JPG file from the same AMOS directory.

Success Story 2: Real-Time Credit Card Charging

A future VAR Tech Advisory will discuss SuperCharge, a Windows program that submits
credit card charge requests over the Internet or via dial-up modem. In conjunction with Web Drive,
SuperCharge allows an AMOS system to place real-time credit card charge requests and obtain
authorizations or denials within seconds. One of the largest tour operators in the United States uses
this technique to submit hundreds of credit card charges per day.

Example Setup

To assist in your initial setup of Web Drive, we have created an importable Registry file that
configures Web Drive’s Program Settings for AMOS use. It includes a sample FTP site definition of
Alpha Micro’s AMPM FTP server as your I: drive, with setup for 6.3 file names and illegal file name
character suppression. You may download the setup file, named webdrv.reg, from
ftp.alphamicro.com. Log on as anonymous, using your e-mail address as the password. After
downloading the file, first install Web Drive, then double click on webdrv.reg, and it will install itself
automatically into your Registry. You may then examine Web Drive’s Program Settings and FTP Site
configuration to see how to successfully set up future sites. Pay particular attention to the Cache
settings under Program Settings and the File Names settings under the Advanced area of the FTP Site
definitions. Please note that the AMPM system is configured for read-only access; you will not be able
to write to the I: drive.
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Availability and Pricing

Web Drive is reasonably priced, with a retail cost of $39.95 per user. It can be downloaded at
www.webdrive.com. The authors, RiverFront Software, have a reseller discount program; contact
them at sales@webdrive.com for details.

Do You Have An Interesting Product Tip?

Do you know of any products like Web Drive that other dealers might benefit from hearing
about? Let us know at support@alphamicroproducts.com. Your discovery may be the topic of a
future bulletin. Together, the AMOS community encompasses a formidable amount of experience and
expertise. Let’s share knowledge of clever products that enhance everyone’s business.
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